
Data evaluation on the benefit of SIT was done based on statistical analysis. All variances for 

retention times (RT) with SIT ON were tested against the related SIT OFF retention time 

variances by a two-sided F-test. SIT benefit was identified for statistically significant better 

precision, with SIT rated as disadvantageous for the opposite result (significance level 

 = 0.05); if the F-test revealed no significant difference in the precision between SIT ON and 

OFF, SIT impact was rated as neutral, so neither beneficial nor adverse (Figure 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 illustrates the global result comparison between the quaternary LPG and the binary 

HPG system with SIT on and off.  

• SIT improves highly significantly the RT precision (%RSD) with the binary HPG system, 

irrespective of the pump operation point (i.e. low or high flow and pressure) 

• For the quaternary LPG system, the change in RT RSD is within the same range of 

statistical error 

• The stroke synchronization between the LPG pump and the autosampler at the injection 

provides such a good precision level that RT reproducibility will not further benefit from SIT 

• The SIT impact is significant for the binary HPG system, enabling the system to operate at 

a precision level of a synchronized LPG system, but without the need for stroke 

synchronization 

Due to the lower impact of SIT on the quaternary LPG RT precision, all discussions further 

down will thus deal only with binary HPG results. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Over the last decade, UHPLC has been widely established as a powerful improvement 

over conventional HPLC technology. UHPLC instrumentation can achieve a high level of 

performance, featuring a high precision where, however, minor deviations in the 

separation conditions can affect the analytical result. State of the art pump technology 

provides a level of precision where even small pressure variations along the flow path 

causes a lower retention time (RT) precision. One significant source for uncontrolled 

pressure deviations is caused by the sample injection. The sample is normally aspirated 

and stored in the sample loop at ambient pressure, and then injected to the column by a 

switch of the injection valve. Thereby the sample is suddenly compressed, while the 

system pressure drops until the pump recovers the separation pressure. This leads to a 

flow inconsistency, mechanical stress for the LC column bed, and to uncontrolled liquid 

expansion from the sample loop prior to sample aspiration.  

 

This pressure shock can be mitigated by intelligent control mechanisms which enable to 

dampen the impact of the injection shock (SmartInject technology, SIT). SIT 

substantially improves retention time precision, next to an enhanced column lifetime by 

reducing the mechanical stress on the separation column during injection. This work 

exploits the capabilities of SIT in the performance range from conventional HPLC to 

cutting-edge UHPLC separations. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

When the autosampler aspirates the sample liquid, the full loop volume is on ambient 

pressure, which is typically several orders of magnitude below the system pressure, 

especially with UHPLC separations. The rest of the system, running under full pressure 

while the injector is bypassed for sample aspiration, behaves then like a pressure 

reservoir which expands into the uncompressed sample loop once the injector valve 

switches into the ‘inject’ position. This comes along with a sudden drop of the overall 

system pressure for several hundred milliseconds until the pump as the only self-

renewing pressure reservoir catches up with this pressure change and recovers the 

system pressure back again. The inertia of the individual fluidic parts against this 

pressure change varies; typically, the LC column has a much lower permeability than 

open tubing. In contrast, the pump as the power unit has the biggest pressure reserves 

for compensation, which, however, depend on details like actual piston position at the 

injection time etc. Hence, the pressure drop has a different impact on the various 

sections of the fluidic path. The local flow rate in the LC stream, however, follows the 

local pressure gradient, so that the pressure inconsistency over the injection cycle will 

directly translate into a flow reduction or even short-time flow inversion in the system. 

This typically becomes apparent in a reduced retention time precision. The SmartInject 

Technology of the Vanquish UHPLC platform combines various control mechanisms to 

level out the impact of this injection shock; the positive impact on higher flow 

consistency and thus better retention time precision will be demonstrated for the two 

Vanquish Flex UHPLC systems. 

 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Standard Preparation 

Uracil, caffeine, and butyl-4-hydroxybenzoate (butylparaben) were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich® at high purity grade (> 99%). Dimethyl phthalate was purchased from 

Merck Millipore, A part of Merck. Stock solutions were prepared and mixed in 

water/acetonitrile (60/40, v/v) at concentrations of 200-1300 mg/L. Working solutions 

were prepared freshly at concentration levels corresponding to signal heights of approx. 

500 mAU (WVL: 254 nm) on column for each compounds. 

 

LC-UV Analysis 

1 µL of the substance mix probing different retention mechanisms were separated 

chromatographically using the two next-generation Thermo Scientific™ UHPLC 

systems, Thermo Scientific™ Vanquish™ Flex Binary UHPLC system and Thermo 

Scientific™ Vanquish™ Flex Quaternary UHPLC system (details see Figure 1).  

Figure 7 visualizes the measured reduction of the pressure drop during the injection cycle on 

a Vanquish Flex Binary System, recorded by the system pressure sensor in the pump fluidics 

(Figure 7A) and via an external pressure sensor at the column head (Figure 7B), with SIT ON 

(black) and OFF (cyan). Without SIT, the pressure close to the sample loop should always 

collapse to ambient in theory until the pump re-pressurizes the LC flow path.  

• The inertia of both pressure sensors is too high to record the full extent of the pressure 

drop (7A and B, cyan) 

• SIT reduces the impact of the measured pressure drop at injection by a factor 3-4 (black) 

• The positive effect of SIT is slightly less pronounced immediately at the column head than 

at the pump, primarily due to the much higher permeability of the connection tubing 

compared to the LC column. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

• SmartInject Technology (SIT) has proven to be an effective means to mitigate the pressure 

change during injection due to a sample loop at ambient pressure after sample aspiration 

• SIT improves the retention time precision significantly for the majority of compounds, for 

UHPLC and conventional HPLC separations 

• For binary HPG systems without stroke synchronization, SIT enables the same precision 

level as for synchronized quaternary LPG systems 

• SIT dampens the injection effect effectively irrespective of solvent composition 
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Vanquish Flex Quaternary 

Vanquish Flex Binary 

Column Thermo Scientific™ Accucore™ C18 

 100 x 2.1 mm, 2.6 µm 

Mobile Phase solvent  A: water 

 solvent  B: acetonitrile 

Isocratic 1 40% acetonitrile (4 min) 

Isocratic 2  25% acetonitrile (5 min) 

Isocratic 3 10% acetonitrile (3 min)  

Flow Rate 1 0.46 mL/min (column)                     →  300 bar 

 0.46 mL/min (column + restrictor)   →  450 bar 

 0.46 mL/min (column + restrictor)   →  600 bar 

 0.46 mL/min (column + restrictor)   →  900 bar 

Flow Rate 2 1.42 mL/min                                    →  900 bar 

Solv. Delivery dial-a-mix 

Sample Temp. 20˚C 

Draw Speed default 

Inj. Vol. 1 µL 

Sample solvent water/acetonitrile 60/40 v/v 

Volume in Vial 1.0 mL (pre-slit cap) 

SIT on/off 

Column Temp. 30˚C (still air; active pre-heater) 

Compounds uracil, caffeine, dimethyl phthalate, butylparaben 

Replicates n=7 

Detector VDAD, 254 nm, DCR: 10 Hz, response time: 0.5 s 

Flow Cell LightPipe™, high sensitivity, 60 mm 

LC Conditions 

Figure 1. Vanquish Flex UHPLC systems and method parameters for SIT exploration 

Figure 2. Vanquish schematics  
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Figure 3. Categorization 

of SIT impact. 
Statistical analysis (two-sample 

F-test for equal variances) was 

applied to evaluate the extent of 

RT value spreading with SIT 

ON/OFF. 

Figure 4. SIT influence on RT 

precision for binary and 

quaternary system over full 

dataset. 
Indicated RT precision values represent 

the respective average values across all 

LC conditions from Figure 1 (n=336 for 

each bar shown; p value based on 

unpaired Student`s t-test, significance 

level  = 0.05). 

Figure 7. Pressure 

profiles during injection. 
Pressure signal in a Vanquish 

Flex Binary system, recorded at 

the pump (A) and close to the 

column inlet (B) during injection 

with SIT ON/OFF under isocratic 

conditions (10% B, 900 bar). 
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Figure 5. SIT impact on RT precision on the Vanquish Flex Binary system. 
Impact categorization acc. to Figure 3, all test compounds included; shown for system back pressures of 450 

and 900 bar, with the 900 bar performance investigated for both low (0.46 mL/min) and high (1.46 mL/min) flow 
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Different system back pressure levels at constant flow rate were realized by using appropriate 

Thermo Scientific™ nanoViper™ Fingertight Fittings as restriction capillaries. For pressure 

measurements close to the column inlet, an external pressure sensor was installed in the flow 

path (Figure 2). Statistical analysis was performed using the unpaired F-test for equal 

variances (Figure 3). 

The dataset was created by injecting the test mix in the two Vanquish UHPLC systems, binary 

high-pressure gradient mixing (HPG) and quaternary low-pressure mixing (LPG), at 4 different 

pressure levels (300, 450, 600, 900 bar), the last of which realized by two flow rates (900 bar 

@ 0.46 mL/min with restrictor and 1.42 mL/min without). The full dataset was acquired once 

with activated, once with disabled SIT. The aforementioned pressure modulation at constant 

flow by restrictor capillaries ensured that the pumps always ran at identical operation points. 

The LPG system was run with activated stroke synchronization between pump and 

autosampler; the HPG system does not offer stroke synchronization. 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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Figure 6. SIT impact for 

different mobile phase 

compositions using the 

Vanquish Flex Binary 

system.  
RT precisions shown for the void 

marker uracil with SIT ON/OFF at 

450 and 900 bar (n=7) under 

isocratic conditions for 40% B (A), 

10% B (B). 

 

Figure 5 A)-C) illustrates the effect of SIT on a wide operation range (only subset of data 

representing typical application conditions shown for better readability). 

• SIT significantly improves RT precision for both HPLC (450 bar - A) and UHPLC 

applications (900 bar – B and C), with a positive impact on precision for up to 75% of 

investigated compound peaks (both retained compounds and void marker) 

• No detrimental effect on the precision was observed under low flow rates (A, B) – the 

difference related to 100% of recorded peaks is neutral, with no significant change in RT 

precision due to SIT 

• Also for elevated flow rates, SIT enhances the RT precision significantly for 75% of the 

investigated analytes (C). A minority of 12% reveals a small, but statistically relevant 

reduction of RT precision. This was observed for retained compounds only but not for the 

void time marker; it indicates that the root cause is not directly related to a consistent flow 

delivery which is the primary purpose of SIT 

The time for the system pressure to recover to the starting level after the pressure expansion 

into the sample loop at the injection varies with the mobile phase composition; solvents differ 

in their compressibility and thus in their ‘softness’, with water being the least compressible 

solvent for reversed-phase (RP) chromatography. A low-compressible solvent will thus less 

dampen the impact of a pressure drop; consequently, SIT is optimized with a focus on ‘hard’, 

i.e. water-rich mobile phases, which are typical starting conditions for RP gradient 

separations. Figure 6 compares the flow precision improvement by SIT for ‘soft’ (40% B, 

Figure 6A) and ‘hard’ eluents (10% B, Figure 6B) at different system pressure, reflected by 

the RT precision of the void time marker uracil. 

• In both cases, the observed improvement is substantial, with up to 95-fold %RSD reduction 

• The impact is highest for high separation pressure and ‘hard’ eluents (Figure 6A) 

• Even with a ‘soft’ mobile phase and high system pressure (Figure 6B), RT precision still 

benefits by a 27-fold improvement 
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